Strong Leadership Will Be Required in the Future
[A prophetic message]
In January 2020 while watching an episode of the sci-fi series ‘Dark Matter’ on Amazon Prime there was a
scene where 2 people were talking about leadership in a state of prospective galactic war. Instantly my
spirit was aroused that this was a message that our King was wanting to pass on to me. The statement in the
show was:
“It’s easy to lead in the good times: much harder to do so in the bad. You suffer losses and begin to
question past decisions – that’s all right. But, as a commander, you can’t let the responsibilities you bear
weigh you down. Because, if you do, you will never move forward”.
“That’s easier said than done, especially when the costs are personal”.
“The costs are always personal.”
A few days later I took my grandson to see the final Star Wars (IX) movie at the cinema. During the event I
heard one of the fighter pilots say the following as an encouragement to the other flight crews when they
were facing a dire situation: “When there is strong leadership, people will follow”. In my spirit, this was
reinforcement that I was being schooled about future leadership in a time of trouble.
After the movie, my mind drifted on to the same heroine (Rey) in “The Force Awakens”, an earlier Star
Wars movie in the series. In the scenes at the beginning, Rey helps a stormtrooper deserter escape from the
Empire’s attack fighters which she does using her wits, natural skills and experience. I had used her
exploits in the face of danger before as an audio-visual of what Ezer looks like – strong, confident, focussed
on her Kingdom assignment.
During my times of communication in the spirit on my morning walks I received more inspiration. This is
what I understand in my spirit:
There is a time coming soon when strong leadership will be required to
support those who are in the Kingdom. It will be support also for families
and for those, as in days of disaster, who connect with true leaders in
their distress. These leaders will operate in both spiritual and natural
wisdom as the two will be required simultaneously to guide others for their
protection and survival. Their characteristic will be that they are able to
‘think on their feet’, being able to make swift, decisive and effective
decisions. These will be confident decision-makers, confident in what they
have decided, with no wavering. These leaders will need to be experienced in
life as well as the ability to constantly receive communication from Heaven.
It will not be all about spirit-to-Spirit communication, but a set of skills
and experiences for every-day living as well. These leaders are a special
breed. They will not be ‘set in their ways’, not dogmatic, and not
unbending. They will be selected because they are supple, so Holy Spirit can
modify their learned experience, if necessary, in any situation. They will
be fluid thinkers, able to flow with the Spirit so they can change direction
and tack with ease and without resistance. This is what's required so that
those they lead can be kept safe, survive and actually prosper. It will be a
team effort – them + Heaven’s input and supply.

I wait now for more information to be given to me on this topic.
Laurence
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